Cyclone Bracelet

Materials

Two 5 ft pieces of paracord
5/8 inch buckle

(Cost for this project starts at $2.19)

Step 1: Melt your two cords together and make a two strand double cow's hitch. See our other tutorial if necessary.

Step 2: Bring the right strand over then wrap it under the two core strands.

Step 3: Insert the right cord end down between the two core strands making sure it is below the top strand and above the bottom as shown. Pull tight.

Step 4: Bring the left strand over then wrap it under the two core strands.
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Step 5: Insert the left cord end down between the core strands making sure it is below the top strand and above the bottom as shown. Pull tight.

Repeat steps 2 through 5 until you reach the other buckle end.

Use a lacing needle to do the last knot or two so your knots are tight against the buckle.

Make sure your knots are tight and secure, then trim and melt the excess cord.

We used a ¾ inch buckle on this bracelet but felt it was a little large, so we recommend a 5/8 inch buckle.